More and more companies use Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) to set goals, but few are getting the benefits they should.
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At a Glance

- Google, Intuit and many successful start-ups have popularized OKRs, and adoption is rising rapidly across industries.
- Too often, however, the usefulness of OKRs proves limited and they’re difficult to act on.
- Companies can better use OKRs by making sure they’re linked to business value and by investing in data and analytics to better understand what’s working and what isn’t.

The Objectives and Key Results (OKRs) framework is an increasingly popular tool for setting goals. It combines aspirational, qualitative descriptions of what companies should achieve—the objectives—with a quantifiable determination of whether they achieved them—the key results. And, unlike other goal-setting frameworks, OKRs can be used to link the goals of the entire organization to each business unit, team, and even individual (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Using the OKR framework, organizations set and link synchronized goals**

1. **Senior leaders** set a small number of high-priority OKRs for the enterprise

2. **Business units or functions** set their own OKRs to directly support the enterprise’s goals

3. **Teams (or even individuals)** align their OKRs with those of their business unit or function, as well as the enterprise

Source: Bain & Company
Google, Intuit and many other companies have made OKRs famous. They use them to ensure employees are focused on the right outcomes, aligned in pursuit of the company’s overall goals, committed to and accountable for delivering those goals, and able to make decisions more confidently.

The OKR framework is especially powerful for organizations looking to become more Agile. OKRs reinforce such Agile principles as transparency. They help companies focus on real business outcomes rather than just features or output, and empower teams to determine “how” to deliver the “what” that senior leaders define. Each Agile team has its own set of OKRs and designs its backlog to deliver them. It’s no coincidence that many of the most Agile enterprises in the world, Netflix and Google among them, use OKRs.

**Connect key results to business value**

Most companies get three important things right in their OKRs:

- Their objectives are bold and aspirational
- Their key results are measurable
- They have the right number of each

Where things often go wrong is the selection of key results. Without the right “KR,” the entire OKR exercise loses value.

Here’s a hypothetical example. The executives at a ride-hailing company are excited for their first quarterly review of objectives and key results. They recently implemented OKRs in parts of the company, believing they’d help accelerate growth. However, when they review the OKRs for the teams responsible for expanding in a new market, something’s wrong. The OKRs
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themselves seem sufficiently aggressive, and every team hit its individual goals, but overall revenue for the new market lags expectations. What went wrong?

The ride-hailing company’s driver-acquisition team may have had a good objective—“have the largest driver base in the city.” But the key result tied to that—“increase the number of new driver sign-ups by (X number)”—led to signing up thousands of drivers using tools like social media ads, only to find that few ever completed their first ride. If the team changed the key result to “increase number of new drivers that complete their first ride by (X number),” it might quickly realize that encouraging driver-to-driver referrals works better. Progress on that new key result could advance the team toward the broader goal of higher revenue.

Importantly, the teams closest to the business or customer often are best positioned to identify an OKR issue and fix it. Some management oversight is required to ensure that OKRs create real business value for the enterprise. But teams generally are best suited to choose the specific OKRs, especially for companies with numerous empowered Agile teams. All levels of these organizations see the benefits of integrating OKRs and Agile (see Figure 2).

**Figure 2:** The benefits of adopting OKRs vary for different levels of an Agile organization

- **Senior leaders…**
  ...have more trust in their Agile teams when each one has visible OKRs with clear impact

- **Product managers…**
  ...can more easily focus and prioritize their backlog when they know which OKRs they are accountable to deliver

- **Agile team members…**
  ...feel inspired and valued when they see how their team’s work and OKRs directly affect a bigger company goal

Source: Bain & Company
The specificity of OKRs enables leaders to feel confident holding their teams accountable for them and using them to make important decisions (for more on this topic, see the Bain Brief “How to Plan and Budget for Agile at Scale”). The level of detail also helps team members feel ownership of those OKRs and empowered to influence them.

OKRs can run into trouble when their connection to an end result isn’t clear. Thrilled with a climb in their Net Promoter Score®—an important key result for the enterprise—an online retailer would want to invest more in whatever led to that improvement and maintain the upward trajectory. But if it isn’t sure which team or initiative was responsible for the change, or whether an exogenous factor played a role, how can they capitalize on its momentum?

To clearly understand what moves their OKRs, companies should keep three principles in mind:

- **Smaller is better.** Where possible, break down OKRs into things that can be truly “owned” by one team or a few teams. For example, overall customer NPS® is influenced by “episode NPS,” which is based on a customer’s experience with a particular part of his or her journey. For an online retailer, each episode—browsing for a product, checking out, or tracking a shipment—has a much clearer owner than the overall customer experience does. In our example, understanding that the higher NPS resulted from an improved “checkout NPS” would help the online retailer make smarter decisions.

- **You need to test.** Sometimes, it’s not possible to assign an OKR to a single clear owner. For example, how much a customer buys at any given time can be influenced by a number of factors. Did the customer respond to increased...
marketing? Or did the new product offerings have a bigger impact? A controlled test (either A/B or more advanced) can help get to the answer. Such tests aren’t difficult, provided you have the support of the right analytics experts. But teams must be trained to know when conducting such a test is valuable and when it isn’t, and then get the resources to execute the test when necessary.

• **Automate as much of the process as you can.** Clear OKRs focused on business value are tremendously helpful, but collecting and presenting that information can be cumbersome, especially for companies that, unlike Google or Netflix, don’t sell software-based products. Collecting and reporting the data could become more trouble than it’s worth. Companies can avoid that by investing in their IT, data, and analytics capabilities to increase the automation of each step of the OKR process. This includes not only the generation and distribution of reports, which is relatively easy once the right data is available, but also the measurement of impact and attribution of that impact to specific teams or initiatives. Because a company’s OKRs likely reside in several different systems, it may be helpful to have a single system scrape the others, and then serve as a source of truth for team members and executives alike to access themselves.

**Invest in the big stuff**

When implementing these best practices, companies must prioritize. Not all OKRs are created equal. Some are significantly easier to measure, attribute and report than others. Some are significantly *more valuable* to measure, attribute and report than others.

Here are some key results for a hypothetical restaurant chain that illustrate these differences:
1. “Increase average transaction size by X%” is both easy and valuable to track and report.

2. “Decrease downtime of wait staff by X%” would be valuable to track and report on, but difficult to do; it would require closely watching all wait staff members and timing their activities.

3. “Increase number of customers using the coat check by X%” would be relatively easy to track and report on, but wouldn’t be especially valuable for a restaurant, compared with other key results.

Key results that are neither valuable nor easy to report on shouldn’t be used in the first place. Initially, companies would be smart to focus their leadership’s attention, investment in automation, and testing on category 1. Whether to invest next in categories 2 or 3 depends on just how difficult it is to track specific key results in category 2.

While prioritizing OKRs may seem obvious, many companies have hundreds of OKRs and invest in them equitably. This wastes significant time and money, and reduces the insight drawn from the OKRs that are really worth investing in.

When done right, the benefits of OKRs include increased focus, alignment, commitment, accountability and agility. But simply adopting OKRs isn’t enough. By thoughtfully implementing these best practices, companies can be sure to get the most out of this useful tool.
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Bold ideas. Bold teams. Extraordinary results.
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